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If your favorite method of defeating evil relies more on agility than brute force, then the TERA
Warrior is the class for you. Wielding a lightweight blade in each hand, the Warrior may not hit the
hardest, but his attacks are among the swiftest and most unrelenting in all of TERA Online Classes.
However, offense does not encompass everything that he is about; by taking a quick look at some
of the TERA Warrior Skills, one can see that the Warrior covers defense and tanking as well.

How does that work? How could someone who lacks a shield and the ability to block incoming
damage ever be an effective tank? Head on to http://www.terawarrior.com and find out some useful
tips for mastering your warrior!

Drawing Attention to Yourself

Like any good tank, the TERA Warrior has the ability to amass enemy attention to himself and away
from his more fragile companions. Attacking the enemy using fast combos, the Blustering Strike,
and damage-over-time effects from the Venomous Strike can certainly increase the amount of hate
he generates, but what really puts him on top of evilâ€™s to-kill list is Dual Sword Dance. Obtained at
level 20, this ability not only unleashes a flurry of powerful sword slashes, it generates more hate
than anything else out there. If thatâ€™s not enough, then at level 36, the Warrior also has the
opportunity to learn Will of Menace, which automatically generates enemy hate by the second at the
cost of draining his mana.

Staying Alive

Being a capable tank is not just about distracting enemies; it also involves surviving their inevitable
onslaught. Unlike most classes that follow this archetype, the TERA  Warrior dresses lightly.
Therefore, if he wants to survive, he needs to gracefully dodge attacks using fancy footwork. Hence,
evasive abilities compose half of the TERA  Warrior Skills, making him function as an evasive tank.

The Rushing Dodge is about as simple as it can get, causing the Warrior to leap forward and avoid
all attacks before he hits the ground and counter attacks. It may not seem like much, but by having
a 10-mana cost and no cool-down whatsoever, itâ€™s going to keep him alive better than anything.

For more exotic survivability techniques in this TERA  Warrior Class(http://www.teraguide.net/tera-
classes/tera-warrior), one only needs to look at the higher level skills. Elusive Strike makes the
Warrior automatically dodge everything thrown his way, effectively turning him invincible. If the
pressure ever gets too high for him, then the Warrior may opt to sacrifice some of his health to
create a Shadow Clone that can in turn draw attention away from him for a small period of time.
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